
 

 

 

     

Instructions:  

 

Ink only the evergreen trees on the left part of the 'dressed in snow' stamp with vintage photo distress ink. Remove any stray ink from stamp 

then stamp on the left hand side of a piece of hot pressed watercolor paper.  

Ink the houses stamp from the 'snow covered' set in vintage photo distress ink. Stamp to the right of and higher than the evergreen trees so 

houses appear in the mid-ground of design. 

Press some broken china, vintage photo, black soot distress inks on acrylic blocks or craft mat to use as watercolor paint. 

When painting the design the aim is to leave the snow on the trees and house untouched but blend all the areas around with blue, brown 

and a little black so the snow looks bright white. 

Using a round watercolor brush with a good point paint over the dark parts of the evergreen trees so the brown ink blends to solid areas 

leaving the 'snow' untouched. Add a few dashes of black ink here and there for shadows. 

Use a larger round watercolor brush to paint water above the top of the trees and roofs touching the paint brush to the inked edge to bleed 

some of the brown into the water. Pick up more brown as well as blue and blend on the paper to fill the sky with color. 

If desired pick up some vintage photo ink and drop it into the damp sky area to create the look of distant trees. 

With a small round watercolor brush paint the houses with water and diluted vintage photo ink. Paint above the snow drifts in front of the 

houses with a mix of blue and brown. Blend the shadow areas of the trees with water keeping the white 'snow areas untouched. 

With a vintage photo distress marker continue the snow bank starting under the evergreens across the panel. Paint above it with a mix of 

water and the three distress inks. 

Add sentiment from 'joy & happiness' set in vintage photo ink.  

 

 

 

Designer Name: Heather Telford 

 

Penny Black Products Used: 40-583 

dressed in snow, 40-565 snow covered, 30-

440 joy & happiness 

 

Additional Products: broken china, vintage 

photo, black soot distress ink, vintage photo 

distress marker, hot pressed watercolor 

paper 

 

 

 

 

 


